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Abstract

We describe methods to produce software and multimedia documents that are self-versioning—they efficiently capture changes as the document is modified, providing access to every version with extremely fine granularity. The approach uses an object-based spatial indexing scheme that combines fast access with very low storage overhead. Multiple tools can extract change reports from these documents without requiring their queries to be synchronized. We describe and evaluate a working implementation of these ideas, suitable for use in software development environments, multimedia authoring systems, and non-traditional databases.

1. Introduction

Documents based on linked, hierarchical data structures with media content in their leaves are at the core of software development environments, multimedia authoring systems, and various types of non-traditional (‘engineering’) database implementations [5]. In each of these applications, interest in history services—particularly support for versioning—is tremendous and growing. We build on theoretical results developed for persistent linked data structures to create self-versioning documents. These documents cache their current contents, just as conventional representations do, but also provide access to previous versions by transparently incorporating modifications as they occur. The approach is designed to support high-bandwidth, fine-grained recording: individual textual and structural modifications as well as complex transformations (e.g., incremental compilation) can be treated as atomic updates.

We describe an implementation of lightweight versioned objects and a document representation that utilizes these objects to provide fine-grained versioning for main memory history logs. Our design is object-based: the primary index for updates is spatial, with each object encapsulating its own history by recording the association between modification times and values. This is in contrast to the usual design of editor ‘undo’ logs, where the primary indexing method is temporal (and often limited to a single entry). This work augments techniques for object caching and off-line storage developed for object-oriented databases [1], multi-user locking, and nested transaction support [6].

Recording modifications at this level of granularity requires attention to bandwidth constraints and representation issues: a typical document has many nodes, each containing several versioned fields. Existing methods for capturing updates are too slow and heavyweight to support fine-grained capture and lack crucial multimedia support. Our approach is based on efficient methods for producing persistent linked data structures: current values are provided in $O(1)$ time and arbitrary values in $O(lg|local\ modification|)$. A prototype environment supporting both incremental software development tools and multimedia authoring capabilities was used to evaluate our approach. Measured overhead is minimal: less than 4% of the running time is attributable to versioning. Recording a change to most versioned datatypes requires only 34 additional bits of storage. Caching policies and inlined query methods enable the current document content to be accessed as quickly as in unversioned documents. Lazy history log instantiation optimizes storage for unmodified objects.

The interface provided by the versioning scheme is both simple and largely media-independent.1 Objects transparently record modifications made to them, stamping changes with the current ‘global’ version number. Each object is fully persistent (can provide its value for any given time).
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1We do not describe multimedia encoding methods; formats such as MPEG are well-known, and Section 5 describes data structures for versioning datatypes such as links, booleans, and large text buffers.
Access to the current value is optimized. Changes to versioned objects during some time interval can also be determined efficiently. Self-versioning documents are built simply by using versioned objects for the link fields in document nodes. Data fields can be versioned as well; the nodes themselves retain their identity to simplify reference maintenance. Any version of the document can serve as the basis for a new version.

In addition to a low-level versioning approach that enables us to record modifications and answer queries about the history of a document component, we provide a flexible change reporting framework that allows clients to efficiently discover the regions of a document modified during some time period. The interface supports unrestricted queries, since different clients will have different needs. (For example, the presentation services will need to update the on-screen image of a program after every keystroke, but the user may wish to make several changes before incrementally recompiling the executable image.) Only a single versioned boolean field per internal document node is required to enable change reporting.

Our primary applications are highly interactive, requiring incremental algorithms and efficient access paths to all regions of a document. We support these needs by exploiting the document’s natural structure. Additional structure is imposed by representing sequences of items as balanced binary trees. This representation ensures that any node in the document can be reached in logarithmic time. It also enables virtually any document type, including free-form text and graphic object lists, to be uniformly stored and accessed efficiently independent of the type, location, frequency, and nature of the modifications applied to it.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our document model and the client interface to versioned objects in greater detail. In Section 3 we examine two concrete implementations of self-versioning documents: programs and essays. Section 4 describes the run-time representation of the version hierarchy and its role in grouping updates. The implementation of versioned objects is described in Section 5. Further discussion of these ideas and related incremental algorithms may be found in the first author’s dissertation.

**2. Document Representation and Services**

Although versioned objects can be instantiated individually, they most commonly occur as slots within document nodes. When a linked data structure is constructed using versioned slots, the data structure as a whole will be versioned. (Additional versioned data can also be stored in document fields.) In our prototype implementation, nodes are instances of C++ classes containing both versioned and unversioned fields; (permanent) sentinel node(s) provide clients with access to the root(s) of a linked data structure.

For the applications of interest to us, documents are primarily represented as trees. Interior nodes provide structure while terminal nodes typically contain media-specific content (text, graphics, etc.). (Figure 1 illustrates an interior document node.) Information associated with a document node can be represented as slot values, annotations, or entries in a separate database. Such values may be links to other nodes, enabling general graphs to be modeled. The relationship between structure, content, annotations, and database entries may be maintained in whole or in part by automatic mechanisms. In the case of a program, for example, incremental analysis and transformation mechanisms preserve the relationship between the abstract syntactic structure, the textual content, and the binary representation of the compiled program. Although multilingual/multimedia documents are supported both by the model and by our prototype, in this paper we will assume a single language for the entire document (the structure can thus be described by a context-free grammar) and primarily text-based content. We will also assume a single current (cached) version for each document.

To provide high-performance and interactive response times, algorithms that query and update the document must be incremental, requiring efficient access to any component of a document at any time. To achieve efficiency, sequences of document components, such as paragraphs in an essay or statements in a program, have additional structure imposed on them in the form of a binary tree. These sequence trees are incrementally balanced after every modification and, together with the document’s own hierarchical structure, enable logarithmic access times for every node in a document.

In a typical scenario, a document is modified repeatedly using one or more tools. Modifications are grouped by the client into atomic updates using begin/end edit methods of the global version tree (Section 4). Our approach makes no assumption regarding the frequency of updates; in fact, the finest level of granularity consistent with user expectations and interactive performance should be provided. Both trans-
information and analysis tools will routinely query the document to ascertain which regions have been modified and in what way. (This may lead to additional updates in the same or subsequent versions, or may be responsible for updating independent data structures such as an on-screen representation of an incrementally compiled object file.) When combined with high-performance object-oriented database technology, the techniques described here enable a seamless integration of source code control, editor undo logging, and filesystem caching for software documents [4], and a similar degree of support for natural language documents (for which commercial application programs rarely provide useful history-related services).

The document’s own structure (along with any imposed tree structure for sequences) is used as an ‘implicit’ spatial indexing scheme for many version-related operations. This includes answering client change queries (see below) and altering the version of the entire document, for which an internal form of change reporting is required. In addition to link fields, other data fields of document nodes may be versioned, thus synchronizing their values with the version of the document as a whole.

Analysis and transformation tools discover document changes by performing a tree traversal that is restricted to only those areas that have been modified (along with additional regions dependent upon the changed material according to tool-specific semantics). Note that different tools need not be synchronized with one another. An individual node is generally considered changed whenever any of its versioned slots have been modified since the tool’s previous interrogation. To enable efficient traversal of only the updated regions of a document, tools must also know whether there are additional changes within the subtree rooted at a given interior node. This nested change information is summarized by a versioned boolean slot in each interior document node that indicates whether the subtree the node roots (excluding itself) was changed. These bits provide a ‘trail’ to all the local changes for every version of the document. Nested change bits represent document transitions rather than document values per se, and thus require slightly different query methods. Nested change bits are ignored during local change queries and are cleared prior to each document update. As with other versioned objects, a value that duplicates the parent version’s value need not be recorded; storage for change bits is also naturally minimized by locality in editing. Multiple edit categories can be supported by using several nested change bits per node.

Table 1 contains the basic interface to a versioned object; this API will be described in greater detail in subsequent sections. The portion of the document node interface relevant to history-based queries and versioning is shown in Table 2. (Deletion and other miscellaneous state management functions are omitted.)

### 3. Applications

We consider two case studies from our prototype environment to illustrate self-versioning documents: programs and simple natural language documents (‘essays’) composed of text and graphics.

#### 3.1. Programs

For programs, a formal language specification is compiled into a set of run-time libraries that are dynamically loaded to provide incremental analysis and translation services. Each program module is represented as a document whose structure corresponds to its abstract syntax. Terminal nodes are tokens that collectively represent the program text. (Stream-style comments and whitespace are integrated into the structure of the program [8].) Associative sequences (such as declaration and statement lists) are identified in the grammar using regular expression sequence operators and are instantiated as binary trees. (As with all documents, such trees are incrementally rebalanced after every atomic modification.)

Programs represent a stress case for fine-grained versioning because the structure itself is both large and dense (a high ratio of nodes to textual content). Incremental analysis and transformation tools that operate on the program (including such ‘tools’ as editing and presentation services) require precise change reporting in order to avoid time-consuming recomputation in their own analysis and to avoid triggering unnecessary work during subsequent analyses [7].

Program-based tools such as incremental parsing and semantic analysis take advantage of the ability of versioned objects to determine whether they have been modified during some time interval. In our prototype, consistency of
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### Table 1. Interface to versioned objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>bool changed()</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the version has been modified since the tool’s previous interrogation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void alter_version(TargetVersion)</code></td>
<td>Updates the version to the given version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>bool had_value(&lt;T&gt; value, FromVersion, ToVersion)</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the version had the value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. History-related interface to document nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>bool nested_changes()</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the subtree has been modified since the tool’s previous interrogation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>bool nested_changes(FromVersion, ToVersion)</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the subtree has been modified since the given versions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void alter_version(TargetVersion)</code></td>
<td>Updates the version to the given version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>bool changed(FromVersion, ToVersion)</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the document has been modified since the given versions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>bool changed()</code></td>
<td>Returns true if the document has been modified since the tool’s previous interrogation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void set(&lt;T&gt; value)</code></td>
<td>Sets the value of a versioned slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>&lt;T&gt; get()</code></td>
<td>Gets the value of a versioned slot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the program representation is restored on user demand, integrating any textual and/or structural modifications performed since the previous analysis. Versions of the program created by analysis tools (as opposed to user edits) are synchronized—their content, structure, and database entries have been restored to consistency. The incremental lexer and parser use the synchronized version created by their most recent application as a reference point; any changes between that version and the current version are used to determine the regions requiring re-analysis.

In our prototype, semantic attributes are cached in transient (unversioned) slots. The user may request that semantic consistency be established for any point in the version hierarchy, resulting in a semantic reference version that is potentially different than that for syntactic analysis. In restoring semantic consistency, any changes since the reference version, including changes by the incremental lexer and parser, collectively determine the set of outdated attributes. Both syntactic and semantic analyzers use the query methods provided by the document node interface (Table 2) and have no knowledge of the internal details of document nodes or versioned objects.

3.2. Essays

In this case study, a relatively 'flat' natural language essay represents a typical word processor document. Once again a formal grammar (albeit a simple one) describes the permissible structure of such documents to the environment. As with programs, balanced binary trees are used to represent long sequences, guaranteeing incremental tool performance even though this document type lacks any intrinsic hierarchical structure. Each keystroke or collection of related keystrokes can be an atomic update.

Essays differ from programs by containing multiple media and text strings of non-trivial length: In a program, tokens average only a few characters in length [9]. In an essay, however, each ‘token’ represents an entire paragraph. The string storage method must therefore record substring modifications to avoid wasting space and to support fine-grained change reporting. Such differential storage differs from the state-based ‘snapshot’ recording used for small datatypes such as links and integers. Note that two-dimensional graphics can be handled by the techniques already described, since the attributes of graphic objects (location, radius, angle, etc.) can be represented as versioned real numbers. Sequences of graphic items (e.g., display lists) are treated like any other sequence.

4. The Global Version Tree

The relationship between the versions of a document is described by the global version tree (GVT). Each atomic update creates a new version, derived from its parent in this hierarchy. The GVT is materialized in our approach, both to provide a version naming service to document clients and as an intrinsic part of the implementation of versioned objects. Modifications are grouped into updates by explicit begin/end edit methods provided by the GVT. Between updates, any version may be selected as the current version. (To simplify the exposition here, we assume a single GVT, a single document, and at most one version in progress at any time.)

Within the GVT chains—linear ‘runs’ of successive versions—are compressed into single nodes. The pre-order sort of the GVT corresponds to the ‘version list’ in Driscoll, et al. [3].

5. Implementing Versioned Objects

In this section we sketch the data structures and algorithms required to implement the versioned object interface described in Section 2, while meeting the time and space requirements for interactive applications. The theoretical basis for the design is a corrected version of the ‘fat node’ approach to persistent linked data structures developed by Driscoll, et al. [3].

2 We do not consider the merging of different versions here; for coarse-grained merging the individual objects rarely conflict, and in cases where they do the resolution is media-specific.

3 The pre-order sort of the GVT corresponds to the ‘version list’ in Driscoll, et al. [3].
5.1. Full State Storage

Many of the elements of a versioned document, such as the links between the nodes themselves, are small datatypes that are treated as intrinsic values. These datatypes are versioned by recording the value itself at each checkpoint; the historical representation is conceptually an array of \(<\text{version}, \text{value}\>\) pairs. The versioned object itself is implemented as a pointer to this log, coupled with one or more log indices that denote the current (cached) values of the object. In addition to the global version identifiers and the values themselves, the log also contains state information, allowing deleted and undefined object states to be supported. Figure 3 illustrates the log data structure; the ‘cached value’ field is not present in objects that record their full state in the individual log entries.

The version log can be implemented in a number of ways, such as balanced binary trees. Our prototype uses dynamically-sized arrays to minimize space overhead. For additional time efficiency, the log can be maintained as a pair of arrays stored in contiguous memory with an ‘edit gap’ between them. This arrangement is consistent with typical application requirements: documents are frequently changed at multiple points, but it is less common for the user to back up and begin modifications from a previous version. To alter the current version of a full state object, the index slot of the object is simply changed to point to a different value in the log. (Section 5.3 describes the mapping of global versions to local log indices in further detail.)

Recall from Section 4 that the structure of the global version tree is partially defined by the order of version construction, since each version must be a child of its parent. The Driscoll algorithm produces a complete ordering by arranging sibling GVT nodes left-to-right by decreasing version numbers. The log entries are sorted by their global version fields, ordered according to the pre-order linearization of the nodes in the the global version tree. When a new value is recorded in the object, an additional entry is needed if the version following the current global version in the the pre-order sort is not already represented in the local log.

5.2. Differential Storage

As mentioned in Section 3.2, some datatypes, such as lengthy text strings, audio and video recordings, etc., are too large to store in full at each checkpoint. Even if this were feasible, sufficiently precise change reporting would typically demand a differential strategy. Although we do not describe media-specific differential representation formats here, the framework for storing and accessing such objects is independent of their representation.

As with full-state storage, the fundamental storage model is a log, but it stores deltas rather than complete values. Each entry describes how to build the local value for that version by applying the stored delta to the object’s value in the parent version. (Deltas must be reversible—they are also used to build the parent version’s value starting from a child version.) Since log entries are updates, not values, the current value is cached in the versioned object itself (the ‘cached value’ slot shown in Figure 3). To retrieve the object’s value at a different point in time, a temporary copy of the object is made and then transitioned to the target time by applying deltas from the log.

5.3 Projection

The most frequently requested value for a versioned object is its current (cached) value. To produce the value corresponding to a different time requires mapping a name for the target global version (which is simply its ordinal number) into a name for the local version, which represents a slot index in the object’s history log. This mapping thus projects the global version onto the object’s log. The projection is the rightmost index such that the global version recorded for that entry is not to the right of the target version in the pre-order linearization of the GVT. The algorithm in Figure 4

```c
int VObject::project (int version) const {
  int l = 0, r = RightmostLogIndex;
  const GvtNode *gd1, *gd2;
  gd1 = gvt->VersionToGvtNode(version);
  do {
    int x = (l + r) / 2, result;
    gd2 = gvt->VersionToGvtNode(versions[x]);
    if (gd1 == gd2) result = version - versions[x];
    else result = gvt->PreorderCompare(gd1, gd2);
    if (result < 0) r = x - 1;
    else if (result > 0) l = x + 1;
    else return x;
  } while (l <= r);
  return r;
}
```
computes this result efficiently using a logarithmic search through the array.

The compact form of GVT nodes, which collapse linear runs in the GVT, allows the projection algorithm to use integer comparisons to implement its comparison function in the common case, making the lookup extremely fast. When two global versions belong to different GVT nodes, the pre-order comparison can be made efficient by representing the GVT’s pre-order linearization as a data structure that supports $O(1)$ order queries [2].

Datatypes that store their entire contents at each checkpoint can simply return the corresponding entry of their value array using the result of the projection. Objects stored differentially require additional computation, since multiple deltas must be applied to the currently cached value to produce the target value. Repeated calls to project are made as the value computation traverses the path through the local version tree corresponding to the path in the GVT between the current and target versions.

5.4. Lazy Log Construction

In a typical application, the contents of the document will be loaded into main memory from a disk or network image and subsequently modified by the user. For all but the smallest documents, however, many versioned objects will remain unmodified—their initial value will be maintained until the document is destroyed. This suggests that a log representation, while appropriate for the general case, adds unnecessary space and time overhead for the majority of versioned values.

To address this, we instantiate all versioned objects as single-valued temporary containers. These are one-entry logs, but without the arrays or administrative overhead. If a temporary object is subsequently modified, it is first transformed into a log containing the sole value; the temporary container is then destroyed and the modification continues as if a log had been in use all along. The use of a temporary representation for a versioned object can be detected by setting its index field to a negative value.

5.5. Relating Versioned Objects to a Global Version Tree

When the user is editing several documents with distinct histories, each local object conceptually possesses a pointer to a corresponding global object, which identifies both the global version tree and a specific version within it as the current version. (The current version is needed to process queries that use it as an implicit argument). However, this arrangement usually results in a great many copies of identical pointers. When the design requires that multiple versioned objects maintain a synchronized current version, the pointer to the corresponding global object can be shared. The document node level is a logical choice for this sharing, since its versioned fields always represent the current version of the node. (In many cases the entire document is constrained to be in a single, consistent version, in which case only one copy of the global object pointer is needed.)

6. Conclusion

We have described self-versioning documents that support fine-grained recording of their modification history using an object-based mechanism. The approach is useful for representing programs in software development environments, online hypermedia documents, and time-varying data within a database. The techniques are based on a proven and efficient theoretical model, augmented with special support to make the common cases fast and to minimize overall space consumption. Highly efficient change reporting is provided by versioning a nested change summary bit in document nodes. The combination of intrinsic document structure and a balanced binary tree representation of sequences enables clients of this representation to achieve incremental performance.
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